
Creative Resource based on Nicky Singer’s The Survival Game

To write well you need to be able to do two apparently
contradictory things simultaneously: stand in the shoes of
someone who isn’t you, at the same time as drawing on your
own ‘personal’ experience. This is a fun
acting/creative-writing exercise which shows how to bridge
the gap with reference to The Survival Game and refugees.

1. The Game

The first part of the exercise is an interactive
story-making game that requires pencil and paper and,
later, a little acting.

Ask the students the following:

● What does home mean to you? List 6 things that make it ‘home’ to you.

● Imagine your parents come to you one evening and say you need to leave
immediately. You have half an hour to pack – what 6 things will you take
with you?

● You have now been walking for 15 days. How are you feeling?

● You come to a wall. Divide the class in half. Half remain refugees. Half
become the good burghers inside the city walls. Ask the refugees to come up
with six cogent reasons why the city dwellers should let them in. Ask the city
dwellers to respond to the refugees’ request. If the city dwellers disagree
with each other, ask them to elect a mayor. Which point of view gets the
majority vote?

My classroom experience of this ‘game’ is quite illuminating! I discuss the choices
as we go.

● Students tend to do well with home – parents, family, safety, my bed, my
pets etc.

● Things begin to come apart. The kids tend to take their smartphones (but
don’t think about not having access to an electricity source), their dog (but
no food for the dog), very few take water or a knife. Most forget their
passports. The class clown will take his (it’s normally a boy) widescreen TV.
I ask them how the carrying is going after 15 days.

● They begin to feel hungry, thirsty, dirty, ill, angry, exhausted.

● They arrive at the wall. The refugees say they’ll work. The city dwellers say
they already have workers and the refugees are dirty and probably have
diseases. The refugees say if they’re not let in, they will scale the walls
anyway. The Mayor says they will be shot… Both sides tend to make



practical rather than moral arguments. Explore the complexity. What really
underlies each position?

2. The Writing

Ask if any of the students really have had to leave their home/country. If you have
any actual refugees in the class, let them take questions/explain how it felt.

Emphasise that this is what writing is about: making the reader FEEL something.

Ask also which kids have simply moved house – what did they feel saying
‘goodbye’ to that first home? Did they go in each room for a last time? What did
they feel about perhaps never coming back? About the memories located in the
house?

Set them the task of writing the first paragraph of displacement, the moment
they are told they have to leave, right now. Focus them on detail, on what they
shut the door on, actually and emotionally.

If any of them prefer drama to prose writing, the refugee/city dweller exchanges
are another place to start.

Enjoy!

Nicky Singer


